Abstract. The article describes the approach to semantics coding developed by the author and aimed for systems of natural language text information automatic processing. The offered method is based on positional-digital coding of semantic information that is assigned to words or phrases in text. The feature of semantic digital code is its genericity and excessiveness that shows in intersection of lexical-grammatical and lexical-semantic information; this allows adequate processing of different language texts in conditions of polysemy and indetermination. Keywords: semantic code, lexical units, natural language automatic processing, semantic features
Introduction
Today building of a formal model for text's semantics is the weakest link in systems of natural language texts (NLT) automatic processing. Though developments in this trend have been performed for a long time, there are no any established universal methods for text's content analysis. (Marchuk, 2007) conditionally divides researches in branch of semantics formalization into two directions:
researches that are hold on deductive abstract-theoretical level, the aim of which is to set a correlation between semantics and semiotics from one side, semantics and syntactics and pragmatics from the other one; build models for NLT comprehension in general and in relation to communication process; research of inductive empirical character, its aim is to solving definite applied problems: machine translation, automatic information search, annotation etc.
The other direction bears fragmentary character, methods that are developed on definite system, not suitable for solving other problems.
The first direction has fundamental character, and results received within this research would allow the applied research direction to be deprived of its defects.Within this direction the most famous models today are the universal semantic code (USC), developed under supervision of Martynov (1984) and model of lexical semantics of Y. Apresyan that formed the base for model "SENSE-TEXT".
The USC model provides functional or thematic approach, i.e. items are reviewed only in interaction within a sentence. Kernel sentence structure appears as content unit that is formally written down by formula: S whereS -subject, A -action, O -addition. A O The sentence is firstly divided into elementary links and then it is connected to an integral phrase due to formal operations. In fact the USC is a transformation from syntactic sentence structure to semantic one. The main disadvantage of this model is that we need a definitely marked sentence syntactic structure that is an unachievable condition at automatic syntactic NLT analysis. Besides this, the present model does not provide lexical semantics that in fact is the base for solving syntactical ambiguity.
The other model is based on a hypothesis that an expression (sentence) has a sense just when lexical items that are part of a sentence have common significance particles (semes). On that basis, every word (established collocation) is described by a set of semes by which sentence or expression content is formed, that makes impossible to use lexical semantics in practical plane for systems of automatic processing of information with different destination.
Method
The method of this article is development and backing of semantic information coding method that would consider both semantic characteristics inherent to an individual concept regardless of contexts and define semantic characteristics of semantic compatibility in a text.
The mentioned semantic models ignore a text as a sign system. At the same time, analysis of texts with real complexity showed that right on the level of text sign organization a man uses descriptive means of semiotic system for coding knowledge about real world fragments. Thus, using of double quotes (cinema "Salut") means that lexeme in double quotes may not be reviewed in the sense given at dictionary. Proper names may coincide with spelling of commonly used words but at the same time have another sense (Deputy Black, Prime Minister Major, 23 August street).
The offered approach to semantic model development is based on such conceptual statements: input NLT -textual unity (discourse); discourse coherence is provided by grapheme means for text formatting (relation between headers and text paragraphs sense etc.), linguistic (grammatical concord, anaphoric references etc.) and extralinguistic means(time, causal relations etc.); all these means are instruments for coding knowledge about world (subject area). Based on this, semantic analysis of input NLT is distributed. When developing semantic code, this conditioned us to distinguish lexical-semantic units that have extralinguistic sense.Input contents unit of semantic information coding method is a concept. A concept in text may show both as a single word and a phrase.The offered method bases on position-digital coding of semantic information.In that way every analyzed concept gets its digital code that contains information on semantic characteristics inherent to a single concept regardless of context and defines semantic characteristics of semantic compatibility in a text.The table 1 shows lexical-semantic classes that include semantic classes of proper names and lexical-grammatical classes of parts of speech (codes of lexical-semantic classes are shown in table's left column) with proper semantic characteristics.It is offered those semantic characteristics that on our opinion are able to describe rather completely both proper and context concept semantics: process, object, voice, time, area,connection, person, number, grade.Need to introduce the semantic characteristic "person" is caused right by context semantics (o rather pragmatics). Thus, for example, at automatic texts processing of political trend, grammatical category "creature" and semantic "person" are the same important as another characteristic, public official (or first public official).Degree of actuality (importance) given to a proper text will depend on this.The sign "+" marks semantic characteristics that are defined for appropriate lexical-semantic classes.
In the offered approach to coding semantic information, code of lexical-grammatical class is divided from appropriate semantic characteristics by sign "*". Semantic characteristics have a fixed position (they are listed in table 1) and have values from [0;9] So we have a 9-position digital code that univocally describes semantics of appropriate concept. In case of multivalence, an alternative semantic code is inserted through the sign "/", at that, multivalence may appear both on level of lexical-semantic classes and level of semantic characteristics. Such a coding way allows to get a unique semantic key for every concept. In the process of automatic processing, multivalence is removed due to grammatical parsing (due to concordance of lexical-grammatical and lexical-semantic classes) and on stage of text's pragmatic analysis.
As it was mentioned, every semantic characteristic (see columns 2-10 in the table 1) may take values from 0 to 9. Own codes table is built for every semantic characteristic. It is worth to say that values 0 and 9 arefixedfor all codes tables of semantic characteristics. 0means that the present characteristic is absent for appropriate lexical-semantic class (for example, lexical-grammatical class 9 -"community" from the table 1 does not contain semantic characteristic "person" and in seventh position will have the value 0 respectively). 9 means that the present characteristic is undefined or not substantial for context connection of concepts. In the process of automatic analysis, processing algorithm perceives 9 as a value that coordinates with any other value in a proper position. Example of coding the semantic characteristic "feature" is shown in table 2. We should note that the column "Name of semantic characteristic" from the table 2 is not fixed and allows a researcher to either supplement reserve boxes or substitute names for own applied tasks of text analysis. This allows to set data in the system both for a new subject area and new tasks of NLT analysis with no changes into software. Thus, for example, in the table 2, one may leave all the defined objects' features and add into reserved boxes 7-8 some proper characteristics that are important for analyzed text or substitute the occupied boxes for their own. Not defined 0 Not defined So openness of semantic code on practice makes it universal both regarding to NLT input language and to subject area and applied task on NLT processing.
Results
The offered method is based on positional-digital coding of semantic information. In that way every analyzed concept gets its own digital code that contains information both on semantic characteristics inherent to a single concept independently on context and define semantic characteristics of semantic compatibility in the text.
The method is based on approach that reviews the interaction of three systems: sign, language and system of knowledge about the world around. That's why the system of semantic information coding includes lexicalsemantic classes and semantic features that consider features just of these three systems of text presentation.
Positional digital coding of semantic information provides virtually unlimited possibilities to describe unique key of any concept or even word form.
